Notts & Derby C.C. - 18/01/14
Mrs Di Brown
A well supported show, my sincere thanks for the judging invitation, and also to
Heather Roper for her care and attention as my steward.
BREED CLASSES
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Premier Male
IMP – Ellam’s CH & GD PR JAKURTZZI NIGHTSIDEOFEDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/19. A handsome and beautifully relaxed male neuter. Excellent head type,
balanced and even with excellent width to top line and very large ears beautifully set.
Superior expression to eyes of mid blue. Strong profile, chin okay and bite level. Well
defined neck, long elegant and well toned body, long limbs, tapered tail needs an inch
to balance. Warm toned apricot points appeared rather pale but yellow-toned hall
lighting was not doing the red series cats any favours today. Lightly shaded off-white
coat that was slightly long and a little fine in texture but lying nice and close to body
Perfect temperament and presentation.
R – Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (38/8) MN13/08/12. A strong
and stylish male neuter with excellent substance to him. Longer wedge but top line
broad and his large ears are set wide enough to balance it. Oriental eye shape, a little
deep set and he can show a hint of a “look” from time to time, colour medium blue.
Profile shows a slight flattening above the brow-line but long broad nose otherwise
straight, chin has good depth but slopes back a touch, bite marginally scissored over.
Long substantial body still need to fine down, but is much more svelte than when we
last met, long strong limbs and tail to almost balance. Lilac based caramel points now
show the desired dingy overtones, particularly the ears and tail rings, all tabby
markings well defined. Light brownish shading to coat of excellent sleek texture. A
little bit shy but handed well. Excellently presented.
Seal Point Kitten
1st & BOB – Robinson’s BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING (24) M 02/06/13. A
well grown lad of very good type. Strong stylish head with broad top line and very
large ears set to follow the lines of the wedge. Eyes rather full in shape which does
him no favours as the colour is paler than ideal, however it quite bright in tone and
just about acceptable for the BOB. Almost straight profile, firm chin lines up with
the nose tip and the bite is level, slight pinch to muzzle today. Long well toned and
weighty body with long whippy tail to balance. Dense seal points with a good warm
tone to them, creamy-toned coat with light warm seal shading and excellent for length
and texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Caramel Point Siamese Kitten
Two lovely kittens, both worthy of the first today, mere whiskers between them.
1st & BOB – Ross’s MAFDET SHADESOFGREY (24n) F 06/08/13. A nicely
grown and very typy baby. Super little head, excellent width to top, ears very large
and nicely flared, set wide. Good expression to eyes that are marginally straight set at
present, colour mid blue, haws up a touch today.
Dip to nose, chin of good depth

lines up and the bite is level. Long solid little body with whippy tail that has a hint of
something at the tip. Lilac-based caramel points are very promising and showing good
sludgy tones to mask ears and tail, off-white coat clear of shading that was a touch
long and baby fine in texture today but laying nice and close body. Slightly shy to
begin with but then began to show herself well. Beautifully presented.
2nd – Bennett & Ward’s MAFDET MALALA (24n) F 15/09/13. Another lovely
baby who was unlucky today, dainty and feminine but surprisingly solid and weighty.
Well balanced medium length head with very good top and large flared ears
excellently set. Inscrutable expression to eyes of oriental shape and set with mid blue
colour. Baby dip to profile, chin rounds off a touch but has a dear little beard, bite
level, teething pinch to muzzle. Long body and tail with neat slender limbs and paws.
Lilac-based caramel points coming along nicely and beginning to show some
dinginess of tone to the ears and tail. Un-shaded off-white coat that was short and
sleek. The sweetest temperament and beautifully presented.
Red Point Neuter
1st PC & BOB w/h – Johnson’s BURNTHWAITES RAZZLE-DAZZLE (32a)
MN 08/02/13. Overall this is a very attractive neuter boy, his type is very good and he
has an even and well balanced head. The problem at the moment is that he does not
look like a male, maybe a few more months will redress this, though having said this,
he is well covered and has good weight for his size. Good shape set and expression to
eyes of mid blue. Profile almost straight with a firm chin and level bite. Medium
length body, tail well tapered but needs another inch. Bright mid red points, tonal
shading to coat that was fairly heavy for such a young cat, but excellent for length
texture and condition.
Rather grumpy so not exactly selling himself. Excellently
presented.
Tabby Point Neuter
BOB - Ellis’ GD PR STYERSON CRACKERJACK (38/8) MN13/08/12
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
A.C. Cat Not Bred by Exhibitor
1st – Debowska’s VELVETINA GIFT-WRAPPED (29c) F 15/03/13. This young
lady has lovely size and substance for 10 months. Very good for type with a strong
well balanced head, top line broad and ears large and set well to balance. Oriental eye
shape and set with wicked expression and yellowish green colour. Strong profile with
firm chin and level bite, marginal pinch to muzzle. Excellent tone to long body with
tail to almost balance. Paler lilac coat with a hint of a pinkish overtone, slightly
unsound today but clear of ghosting, with short sleek texture. A little cross but
handled well.
2nd – Webster’s GD CH FIRODILISO NAMPEMA NUAGE (48 40) F 21/03/12.
One of my favourite ladies, lovely type and very feminine. I have judged her many
times so not much to add, she was a little pinched in the muzzle today, and appeared
to be somewhat out of sorts when I handled her, lacking her usual poise and sparkle.
Handled beautifully as always.

3rd – Allen’s CH WICCANWAYS DIVA VON TEEZ (48h) F 15/12/12. Another
beautiful Bicolour lady, again I have judged her many times so not much to add to
previous critiques, she just need to mature, I suspect a litter of kittens will do her the
world of good. Excellent temperament.
A.C. Breeders Kitten
1st – Sharpe-Popple’s DENSON MAYIAM (29) F 01/05/13. Overall a nice kitten
with some good qualities, although ideally she could do with being a little bigger for 8
months. Medium length wedge, top of head could be a touch wider, ears good for
size and set well. Very good eye colour, correct for the breed, vivid green. Showing
muzzle pinch today. Well covered body of good length with fairly whippy tail.
Havana coat a touch dark but nice and warm in tone and it was sound and clear of
ghosting. Not in the best of moods but handled okay.
A.C. Breeders Cat
1st - Davies’ CH BURNTHWAITES SCARLET FEVER (32a) F 20/02/11. I
thought this lady looked really good today. I have not seen her for some time and she
has obviously had kittens, now mature and looking very stylish indeed. Beautifully
balanced head with broad top line and large wide based ears excellently set. Straight
strong profile with firm chin and level bite. Lovely eyes for shape set and expression
with very good depth of colour. Long well covered body, tail a bit short for balance.
Super bright red points, lightly shaded warm white coat of excellent close texture.
Perfect to handle.
2nd – Ellam’s GD CH JAKURTZZI D’ARTAGNAN (32fn) M 23/07/12. Such a
lovely boy and he handles like a dream for an entire male with presentation second to
none. Very good for type with a medium length wedge head, top line very good and
ears just about large enough to balance. Strong profile, chin could be firmer, bite
level. Long well muscled body with tail to balance. Points colour on the pale side for
apricot, but he is still young, and the hall lighting was not doing the red series cats any
favours. Lightly shaded coat of good close texture.
3rd – Keoghan’s GD CH ALDERSTAR INDIGO INDULGENCE (32b8) F
23/10/11. A stylish lady with very good size and maturity. Well balanced head with
large open based ears set wide. Eyes a touch full in shape but colour good. Blue based caramel tortie points, the apricot mingling is quite pale and typically her mask
is more blue than caramel, but she has excellent brownish overtones down her back
and on her tail and her paw pads are the correct purple colour. Coat short and sleek.
Excellent to handle.
ex 3rd – Boss’ ADZWOAM LULLABY THEME (32/3) F 06/02/12. Overall a
nicely balanced queen. Head type good with large well set ears. Lovely eyes for shape
and set with excellent depth of colour. Darker but warm chocolate tabby markings
with good rings to tail. Coat impressively almost unshaded and excellent for length
and texture. Handled well.
A.C. Visitors Kitten
1st – Simpson’s KAMIK HAWK EYE (24a) M 03/06/13. A stylish little boy but
very dainty for a 7 months old male, having said that he does have good weight for
his size and a nice solid feel to him. Well balanced medium length wedge with large

flared ears very well set. Oriental eye shape, a touch deep set, but with very good
depth of colour. Well covered body of good length with whippy tail. Mid blue points
colour, blue grey pads and nose leather, glacial tones to coat that was almost
unshaded, with soft fine texture as yet. A very sweet tempered boy.
A.C. Breeders Neuter
1st - – Ellam’s CH & GD PR JAKURTZZI NIGHTSIDEOFEDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/19
A.C. 24 Series Neuter
1st – Richard’s SATINPAWS TROY (24) MN 28/07/12. Reasonable type to this lad
though somewhat old fashioned in style. Medium length head with fairly good topline and ears that are just about large enough. Eyes round in shape rather than oriental
and the colour should be a good deal deeper for a seal, though they are bright in tone.
Straight profile, firm chin and level bite. Well covered body of medium length, tail
just about balances. Dark dense seal points with some warmth of tone, pale fawn
coat that was very heavily shaded for a youngster, coat texture good, albeit a touch
long. Handled okay.
END OF REPORT.

